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Includes new books by:
Kevin J. Anderson
Stephen Baxter
M. John Harrison
Rudy Rucker
Neal Stephenson
John Varley
David Weber
David Wong
...and many others

DEATH WARMED OVER
ANDERSON, Kevin J.
The world was a normal place until the Big Uneasy, and now
humans live alongside werewolves, vampires, mummies,
witches, and zombies. Meet Dan Chambeaux, a private eye who
doesn’t let being dead stand in the way of solving crimes including, he hopes, his own murder.
Zombie
TP
$27.95

THE MARTIAN WAR
ANDERSON, Kevin J.
What if Wells witnessed something that spurred him to write
The War of the Worlds as a warning?
Science fiction
PBK
$24.95

DARK LIGHT OF DAY
ARCHER, Jill
“Noon Onyx is a Maegester, capable of wielding the destructive
power of demons. But because she’s human, the demons consider
her an abomination and a danger to their rule over Earth. First in a
new post-apocalyptic urban fantasy series.” – publisher’s blurb
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

IRON WINTER

All the books in this catalogue are new
books due for release in
September 2012.
Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and to
some extent the shipping companies books can sometimes arrive later (or
earlier) than anticipated, or
occasionally be a different retail price
than originally quoted. Because space
is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books. Prices are subject
to change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out - ASAP!
If a book has sold-out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of
books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy to
order anything if we don’t have it on
the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop, you
can post, phone, fax or e-mail your
order. We accept Bankcard,
Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage within
Australia is: 1 -2 paperbacks (up to
500 grams), $6.60.
2-10 paperbacks or any trade
paperbacks or hardcovers within
Brisbane is $8.65.
Outside Brisbane metro area (over
500 grams up to 3 kilos), $11.40.
Anything above 3 kilos charged at
Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain and Beau
Abbreviations
PBK
TPB
HC

used in this catalogue:
= “A” format (standard size) paperback
= “B” & “C” format (oversize) paperback
= Hardcover or cloth binding

BAXTER, Stephen
It is 1315. And darkness is falling . . . Many generations ago the
Wall was first built to hold back the sea. Northland, a country of
fertile plains and ancient forests rescued from the ocean, has
become a thriving civilisation based on trade, technology and
tradition, centred on the ancient home of the first builders,
Etxelur (see Stone Spring and Bronze Summer, $19.99 each).
The whole of Europe, spanned by the Northlanders’ steam
caravan lines, has been changed in ways that could never have
been predicted. But nothing can last forever, not even the Wall.
The weather is changing, growing colder, and in the wake of the
long winters come famine, destruction and terror. But there is
one man, an elderly scholar, who believes he can calculate why
the world is cooling, and perhaps even salvage some scraps of
the great civilisation of Etxelur.
Alternate history
TP
$29.99

EXIT
BELL, Alden
In a world where the undead outnumber the living, Moses Todd
roams the post-apocalyptic plains of America with his reprobate
brother, Abraham. A chance encounter presents him with the
Vestal Amata, a beguiling and mysterious woman who may
hold the key to salvation. But he is not the only one seeking the
Vestal. For the Vestal has a gift that might help save what is left
of humanity.
Post-apocalyptic
PBK
$24.99

STRANDED
BISHOP, Anne et al
Three novellas: A Strand in the Web by Anne Bishop: The
Restorers travel the universe fulfilling a purpose handed down
through the generations. They live and die aboard city-ships, never
knowing the worlds they create and save. What begins as a
disastrous training exercise in creating and balancing ecosystems
becomes an unexpected fight for survival. A Host Of Leeches by
James Alan Gardner: A young woman wakes to find herself the
sole human on an orbiting, mechanical space station. Stranded by
Anthony Francis: Explores a clash of ethics and survival when a
young, genetically engineered centauress from the ultra-advanced
Alliance lays claim to a rare, strategic garden planet, only to find
herself captured by a band of rag-tag Frontier refugees.
Science fiction
PBK
$24.95

ZEUGLODON: THE TRUE ADVENTURES OF
KATHLEEN PERKINS, CRYPTOZOOLOGIST
BLAYLOCK, James
A limited hardback from Subterranean Press, set in the world of
The Digging Leviathan.
Steampunk
HC
$49.99

BLACKWOOD

DARK LEGACY OF SHANNARA 01:
WARDS OF FAERIE
BROOKS, Terry
Fantasy

TP

becomes a leader for the colonies in a bloody rivalry between
homeworlds.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95
$29.99

HELIX WARS
BROWN, Eric
The Helix a vast spiral of ten thousand worlds turning around its sun.
Aeons ago, the enigmatic Builders constructed the Helix as a refuge
for alien races on the verge of extinction. Two hundred years ago,
humankind came to the Helix aboard a great colony ship, and the
Builders conferred on them the mantle of peacekeepers. For that long,
peace has reigned on the Helix. But when shuttle pilot Jeff Ellis crashlands on the world of Phandra, he interrupts a barbarous invasion from
the neighbouring Sporelli - who scheme to track down and exterminate
Ellis before he can return to New Earth and inform the peacekeepers.
The sequel to Helix ($18.95).
Science fiction
PBK
$18.95

PYROTECHNICON
BROWNE, Adam
Cyrano de Bergerac: lover, poet, inventor, swordsman — man of
ferocious blade and pretty talent. Now it can be told: his final, most
daring adventure — a fight to the death against the dread Master
of Secrets, with the life of his beloved Roxane in the balance. “A
rich dessert of a novel, filled with finely crafted wit and adventure
— Adam Browne has resurrected Cyrano in fine form. Delightful!”
- Greg Bear
Science fiction/fantasy
HC
$44.95

ORPHAN’S LEGACY 02: UNDERCURRENTS
BUETTNER, Robert
Science fiction

PBK

$17.95

THE SHADOW SAGA OMNIBUS
CARD, Orson Scott
Contains Ender’s Shadow, Shadow of the Hegemon, Shadow
Puppets, and Shadow of the Giant.
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

FULL BLOODED
CARLSON, Amanda
“It’s not easy being a girl. It’s even harder when you’re the only girl in
a family of werewolves. But it’s next to impossible when your very
existence spells out the doom of your race... Meet Jessica McClain —
she just became part of the pack.” – publisher’s blurb
Paranormal romance
PBK
$19.99

ACCIDENTALLY DEAD
CASSIDY, Dakota
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.99

LAST CHRONICLE OF THE DREAD EMPIRE 03:
A PATH TO COLDNESS OF HEART
COOK, Glen
Fantasy

ELLIOTT, Kate
Fantasy

PBK

A LADY AND HER MAGIC
FALKNER, Tammy
Sophia Thorn walks between the two worlds of the Fae and Regency
high society, struggling to complete her magical missions without
breaking an impossible set of rules handed down from the Fae.
Romantic fantasy
PBK
$16.95

DARK STORM
FEEHAN, Christine
The previous Carpathian novel, Dark Predator, is now in
paperback ($19.99).
Paranormal romance
TP
$29.99

LABYRINTHS OF ECHO 03:
THE STRANGER’S MAGIC
FREI, Max
Fantasy

CORALINE 10

TP
TH

$29.99

ANNIVERSARY EDITION

GAIMAN, Neil
A new edition, illustrated by Chris Riddell, in three versions. The
paperback ($14.99), the standard hardcover ($29.99) and the
slipcased limited edition - numbered and signed! ($49.99).
YA fantasy
HC
$29.99/$49.99

VINEART WAR 03: SHATTERED VINE
GILMAN, Laura Anne
Fantasy

PBK

$19.95

STRAY SOULS
GRIFFIN, Kate
London’s soul has gone missing, and when Sharon Li
unexpectedly discovers she’s a shaman, she is immediately called
upon to use her newfound powers of oneness with the City to
rescue it from a slow but inevitable demise. The first in a new
series set in Matthew Swift’s London.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.99

IN A FIX
GRIMES, Linda
Snagging a marriage proposal for her client while on an all-expensespaid vacation should be a simple job for Ciel Halligan, aura adaptor
extraordinaire. This particular assignment is pretty enjoyable...that is,
until Ciel’s island resort bungalow is blown to smithereens and her
client’s about-to-be-fiancé is snatched by modern-day Vikings.
Urban fantasy
TP
$27.95

$27.95

COOPER, Karina
“Cooper’s first St. Croix Chronicles steampunk urban fantasy
brings readers to affluent Victorian London neighborhoods
elevated on steel beams to escape the pollution of the industrialized
underbelly. Cherry St. Croix works as a collector, where she
captures thieves, miscreants, and the occasional murderer in
exchange for bounties to fuel her opium addiction. Aloft, she
struggles to play the role she was born into: the eccentric but
socially acceptable daughter of an insane scientist. When Cherry
tries to catch a serial killer, she puts herself in even more danger
than usual.” – Publisher’s Weekly. This is getting great reviews.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

MONSTER HUNTER LEGION
HC

$39.95

THE CHEMICKAL MARRIAGE

GROPP, Richard E.
Something has happened in Spokane. The military has evacuated the
city and locked it down. Even so, disturbing rumors and images seep
out, finding their way onto the Internet, spreading curiosity,
skepticism, and panic. For what they show is—or should be—
impossible: strange creatures that cannot exist, sudden
disappearances that violate the laws of physics, human bodies fused
with inanimate objects, trapped yet still half alive. Dean Walker, an
aspiring photographer, sneaks into the quarantined city in search of
fame. What he finds will change him in unimaginable ways.
Recommended for fans of Danielewski’s House of Leaves.
Fantasy/Horror/Suspense
TP
$27.95

GHOSTS: RECENT HAUNTINGS
GURAN, Paul (Editor)
Stories from authors including Neil Gaiman, Elizabeth Hand,
Caitlin R. Kiernan and Joe R. Lansdale, Maureen McHugh and
Tim Powers.
Anthology
TP
$29.95

AN APPLE FOR THE CREATURE

BOND, Gwenda
Bond’s debut novel is about a new disappearance on Roanoke
Island, site of a colony where 114 settlers mysteriously
vanished in 1590. “Offbeat and imaginative, Blackwood mingles
past and present, dark forces with a hint of pulp SF, along with
many kinds of drama… Whether viewed as young adult, genre
mix, or a first novel, it belongs with the year’s best.” - Faren
Miller, from Locus Magazine:
YA fantasy
PBK
$19.95

DAHLQUIST, G.W.
Miss Temple, young, wealthy and far away from home, never
wanted to be a heroine. Yet her fiancé is dead - admittedly by her
own hand - her companions apparently slain and her nemesis, the
terrifyingly wicked Contessa Lacquer-Sforza, still at large. It falls
upon Miss Temple’s tiny shoulders to destroy a deadly cabal
whose alchemy threatens to enslave the world. The final in the epic
steampunk trilogy which begins with The Glass Books of the
Dreams Eaters and The Dark Volume ($24.95 each).
Steampunk
HC
$45.00

THIS CASE IS GONNA KILL ME

DYING FOR YOU

PERFECT BLOOD

DAVIDSON, Mary Janice
In these novellas there’s not only life after death, but desire too.
Paranormal romance
TP
$17.99

HARRISON, Kim
Urban fantasy

BORNIKOVA, Phillipa
Linnet Ellery, the daughter of an old-money Colonial family
and fresh out of law school, finds a job at a powerful New York
“White-Fang” law firm -all the partners are vampires, along
with most of the senior associates. Then one evening, when
she’s working late, a werewolf shows up and kills a colleague;
only by a series of apparent lucky breaks does Linnet survive.
“Phillipa is a great writer… I can’t wait to see what she comes
up with next.” - Carrie Vaughn
Urban fantasy
$27.95

$22.99

BAD GLASS
TP

TARNISHED

CORREIA, Larry
Paranormal thriller

SPIRITWALKER 02: COLD FIRE

INTO THE HINTERLANDS
DRAKE, David & LAMBSHEAD, John
Allen Allenson, a young gentleman, born and raised on the colonial
planet of Manzanita, hopes to rise to a prominent position in
society, so he accepts the challenge of going to the Hinterlands, a
place beyond formal settlement, in search of investment
opportunities for his relatives. In that wilderness, Allenson

HARRIS, Charlaine (Editor)
Your worst school nightmares - taking that math test you never
studied for, finding yourself naked in school assembly, not
knowing which door to enter - will pale in comparison to these
thirteen stories. Includes a new Sookie Stackhouse story.
Paranormal romance anthologyTP
$29.99

OPPOSITE OF LIFE 02: WALKING SHADOWS
HARRIS, Narrelle
Urban fantasy

TP

$27.95

PBK

$17.95

EMPTY SPACE
HARRISON, M. John
An alien research tool the size of a brown dwarf star hangs in the
middle of nowhere, as a result of an attempt to place it equidistant
from everything else in every possible universe. Somewhere in
the fractal labyrinth beneath its surface, a woman lies on an
allotropic carbon deck, a white paste of nanomachines oozing
from the corner of her mouth. She is neither conscious nor
unconscious, dead nor alive. There is something wrong with her
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cheekbones. At first you think she is changing from one thing
into another - perhaps it’s a cat, perhaps it’s something that only
looks like one - then you see that she is actually trying to be both
things at once. She is waiting for you, she has been waiting for
you for perhaps 10,000 years. She comes from the past, she
comes from the future. Set in the same universe as Light ($17.95)
and Nova Swing ($19.99).
Science fiction
TP
$29.99

QUEEN OF KINGS:
A NOVEL OF CLEOPATRA, THE VAMPIRE
HEADLY, Maria Dahvana
Historical fantasy

PBK

$19.95

THE WRONG GOODBYE
HOLM, Chris
Meet Sam Thornton, Collector of Souls. Because of his efforts to
avert the Apocalypse, Sam Thornton has been given a second chance
- provided he can stick to the straight and narrow. Which sounds all
well and good, but when the soul Sam’s sent to collect goes missing,
Sam finds himself off the straight-and-narrow pretty quick.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

CLEAN
HUGHES, Alex
“An unnamed telepathic hero battles bad guys and his addiction
to super-drug Satin in this tightly written futuristic detective story
set in an alternate Atlanta… This crisp debut marks Hughes as a
writer to watch.” – Publisher’s Weekly
SF noir
PBK
$17.95

TAKEN
JACKA, Benedict
Mage apprentices have been vanishing without a trace, and someone
on the Council might be involved. Alex Verus has no evidence, no
witnesses, and no suspects. All he knows is that someone is keeping
tabs on him. The third in the excellent series after Fated and Chosen
($19.99 each). Recommended for fans of Butcher and Aaronovitch
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.99

OCTOBER DAYE 06: ASHES OF HONOR
MCGUIRE, Seanan
The first in this excellent series, recommended for fans of Mercy
Thompson and Harry Dresden, is Rosemary and Rue ($17.95).
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

HITCHERS
MCINTOSH, Will
In a plague-ridden Atlanta a comic strip artist senses a ghostlike
presence – his late grandfather, who founded the strip – and
discovers similar sufferers throughout the city.
Science fiction
TP
$27.95

SPELLCRACKERS.COM 04:
THE SHIFTING PRICE OF PREY
MCLEOD, Suzanne
Urban fantasy

PBK

$19.99

SMITH, Sherwood
Fantasy

HEART SECRET

KOCH, Gini
The majority of Prosaic City’s residents don’t know that their
town exists on top of another place: Necropolis, City of the
Undead. For the most part, the two planes of existence manage to
remain separate. And when they don’t, Necropolis Enforcement
has beings in place to ensure the general human population
remains blithely clueless – such as Victoria Wolfe.
Urban fantasy
TP
$34.99

OWENS, Robin D.
Paranormal romance

PBK

$17.99

TP

29.95

HELFORT’S WAR 05: THE FINAL BATTLE
PAUL, Graham Sharp
Science fiction

TP

$29.99

KRISTOFF, Jay
Young Yukiko has an ability the shogun’s guild would punish
with death: She can commune with animals. When the shogun
seeks to win an strangely nebulous war, he commissions
Yukiko’s father to catch an elusive arashitora, a creature parteagle and part-tiger, Yukiko’s quest to survive becomes more
challenging… “innovative setting, fast-moving plot, vivid
descriptions, and thrilling action scenes make this a refreshing
addition to the steampunk canon.” – Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

THE BIG BOOK OF GHOST STORIES

AWAKENINGS

DODGER

LAZELLARI, Edward
A group of New Yorkers find themselves hunted by supernatural
assassins. As they fight the heroes discover that they’re not at all
who they thought they were and they have a very important quest
to fulfil. “[G]et in on the ground floor with a great new writer.” Glen Cook
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

PRATCHETT, Terry
Dodger is a tosher - a sewer scavenger living in the squalor of
Dickensian London. Everyone who is nobody knows Dodger.
Anyone who is anybody doesn’t. But when he rescues a young girl
from a beating, suddenly everybody wants to know him. And
Dodger’s tale of skulduggery, dark plans and even darker deeds
begins. “As the story unfolds, the parallels between the early
Victorian London of Dickens (and Mayhew) and the Ankh-Morpork
of Pratchett’s Discworld novels become sharper and clearer, so that
by the end, we’re reading a story that really could be set in either one
of those fantastical places...” – Cory Doctorow
Historical fiction
HC
$35.00

THE SCARLET PLAGUE

$17.95

DARK ONES 03: A TALE OF TWO VAMPIRES

THE TESTAMENT OF JESSIE LAMB

MACALISTER, Katie
Paranormal romance

ROGERS, Jane
A rogue virus that kills pregnant women has been let loose. Some
blame the scientists, others see the hand of God, and still others
claim that human arrogance and destructiveness are reaping the
punishment they deserve. Jessie Lamb is an ordinary sixteenyear-old girl living in extraordinary times. As her world
collapses, her idealism and courage drive her toward the ultimate
act of heroism. Winner of this year’s Arthur C. Clarke Award.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

FIREBIRD
MCDEVITT, Jack
Forty-one years ago, the renowned physicist Chris Robin
vanished. Alex Benedict and Chase Kolpath discover that Robin
had several interstellar yachts flown far outside the planetary
system where they, too, vanished.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

MCGAHAN, Andrew
YA fantasy

PBK

$14.99

PBK

$17.95

PERSONAL DEMON
SIZEMORE, Susan
Urban fantasy

PBK

$17.95

BLOOD RIDERS
SPRADLIN, Michael P.
Civil War veteran Jonas R. Hollister is recruited by the U.S.
government to hunt down and destroy an ancient tribe of vampires
that is terrorizing the frontier territories of the Wild West.
Vampire western
PBK
$17.95

STEPHENSON, Neal
Dodge Forthrast is a legendary gamer, famous for his illegal past and
for T’Rain, the hugely successful real-time strategy game he created.
When teenage hackers in China unleash a computer virus named
Reamde in T’Rain, the virus interrupts the daily business of the
criminal underworld, who use the virtual world of T’Rain to launder
real-world dollars. The plot intensifies both inside the game and
around the globe, as gamers, fantasy writers, and hackers try to
outplay a wide range of bad guys including the Russian mob, Islamic
terrorists, and MI6. This is ridiculously entertaining!
Thriller
PBK
$24.99

MONGOLIAD BOOK TWO
STEPHENSON, Neal et al.
This second instalment in Stephenson and company’s epic tale
focuses on the aftermath of the world-shattering Mongolian invasion
of 1241 and the difficult paths of its most resilient survivors. An
order of warrior monks searches for a way to overthrow the horde,
even as the invaders take its members hostage. The Mongoliad
Book One is in stock ($27.95) - recommended.
Historical fiction
TP
$27.95

STIRLING, S.M.
The previous in the series, The Tears of the Sun, is now in
paperback ($19.95).
Science fiction
HC
$44.95

STROSS, Charles & DOCTOROW, Cory
Huw, a human throwback in a mostly post-human world, wakes up
hungover in a friend’s bathtub with a new roaming biohazard tattoo.
Familiar with such complications on a now-toxic planet, Huw signs
up for what should be a routine tech juror assignment, only to find
himself chosen as the human host of an alien ambassador.
Science fiction
HC
$39.95

ALCHEMYSTIC
STROUT, Anton
When an attack on her life awakens her late great-great-grandfather’s
most trusted and fearsome creation - a gargoyle named Stanis Alexandra Belarus discovers that she is bound to Stanis and they
must work together to save New York City from dark forces.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$17.95

CROWN THIEF

MOON SHIFTER 02: PRIMAL POSSESSION

TALLERMAN, David
Meet Easie Damasco: Thief, swindler and lately, reluctant hero.
But whatever good intentions Damasco may have are about to be
tested to their limits, as the most valuable - and dangerous object in the land comes within his light-fingered grasp.
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

REUS, Katie
Paranormal romance

THE UNNATURALISTS

RANKIN, Robert
Fantasy

PBK

PBK

$19.99

$17.95

TURING & BURROUGHS

SHIP KINGS 01:
THE COMING OF THE WHIRLPOOL

$17.95

THE RAPTURE OF THE NERDS

THE MECHANICAL MESSIAH AND OTHER
MARVELS OF THE MODERN AGE

$17.95

PBK

DEAD MAN RUNNING

LONDON, Jack
Outside the ruins of San Francisco, a former UC Berkeley
professor of literature recounts the chilling sequence of events
which led to his current lowly state - a gruesome pandemic which
killed nearly every living soul on the planet, in a matter of days.
The first in the beautifully designed “Radium Age of Science
Fiction” series by small press Hilobooks.
Science fiction
PBK
$24.95

PBK

SINGH, Nalini
Paranormal romance

CHANGE 09: LORD OF THE MOUNTAINS

PBK

RUCKER, Rudy
“What if Alan Turing, founder of the modern computer age,
escaped assassination by the secret service to become the lover of
William Burroughs? What if they mutated into giant

$44.95

LIGHTBRINGER 02: THE BLINDING KNIFE
WEEKS, Brent
Fantasy

TP

$32.99

ZONE ONE
ARCHANGEL’S STORM

PENZLER, Otto (Editor)
“This mountain-sized omnibus contains every wrinkle of the form
you could ever want… enough to please both dilettantes and
devotees among ghost story readers.” - Publishers Weekly
Anthology
TP
$39.95

PETRUCHA, Stefan
Urban fantasy

HC

$29.99

REAMDE

MAP OF THE SKY
PALMA, Felix J.
Fiction

TP

$19.99

NIVEN, Larry & BARNES, Steven
The Year: 2085. Humanity has spread throughout the solar system.
A stable lunar colony is agitating for independence. Lunar tourism is
on the rise. Against this background, professional “Close Protection”
specialist Scotty Griffin, fresh off a disastrous assignment, is offered
the opportunity of a lifetime: to shepherd the teenaged heir to the
Republic of Kikaya on a fabulous vacation.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

SAFEHOLD 06: MIDST TOIL & TRIBULATION

WHITE, Steve
A near-future Earth has shaken off the devastating colonization by
alien Lokaran invaders and totalitarian rule by the alien’s puppets,
the Earth First party. Captain Andrew Roark joins with a highly
capable Lokar who opposes the empire but wishes to see it
transformed rather than destroyed.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

MARR, Melissa
A centuries-long war between daimons and witches sets the stage
for three teens caught up in a deadly struggle for power and
autonomy in the exotic and otherworldly Carnival of Souls, the
mercantile centre of the daimon dimension.
YA fantasy
PBK
$19.99

PBK

$42.95

WOLF AMONG THE STARS

KIM MURRAY 02: BLOOD SPIRITS

NEWTON, Mark Charan
Fantasy

HC

SEDIA, Ekaterina (Editor)
Includes tales from Holly Black, Genevieve Valentine, Jeff
Vandermeer and Howard Waldrop.
Fantasy anthology
TP
$29.95

CARNIVAL OF SOULS

THE BOOK OF TRANSFORMATIONS

VARLEY, John
Science fiction

CIRCUS: FANTASY UNDER THE BIG TOP

SHAN, Darren
Paranormal thriller

NIGHT BEAT

$39.95

WEBER, DAVID
Science fiction

SEDIA, Ekaterina (Editor)
A collection of Victorian romance stories - some incorporating
elements of fantasy -concerning gender roles, with contributors
include Caroline Stervermer, and Genevieve Valentine
YA anthology
PBK
$16.99

LADY OF THE SHADES

MOON MAZE GAME

LEE, Sharon & MILLER, Steve
Science fiction
HC

WILLFUL IMPROPRIETY

MANIERI, Evie
“Eve Manieri deftly portrays three clashing cultures about to be
torn apart by violent rebellion. Against the background of war
and revolution, three mismatched couples struggle to stay true to
their families, themselves, and the ones they love. I found myself
deeply engrossed in this fast-paced tale of honor and betrayal,
hope and despair, secrets, revelations, and a whisper of divine
magic.”- Sharon Shinn,
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

KIPLING, Rudyard
In With the Night Mail, the reader learns -while following the
exploits of an intercontinental mail dirigible battling foul weather about a planet-wide Aerial Board of Control, which enforces a rigid
system of command and control not only in the skies (which are
increasingly crowded with every manner of zeppelin) but in world
affairs too. As Easy as A.B.C. is the sequel. The second in the
“Radium Age of Science Fiction” series by small press Hilobooks.
Science fiction
PBK
$24.95

DRAGONSHIP (LIADEN)

SLOW APOCALYPSE

BLOOD’S PRIDE

WITH THE NIGHT MAIL & AS EASY AS A.B.C

STORMDANCER

shapeshifting slugs, fled the FBI, raised Burroughs’s wife from
the dead, and tweaked the H-bombs of Los Alamos?” –
publisher’s blurb
Transreal fiction
TP
$39.95

(Continued)

TRENT, Tiffany
Vespa Nyx wants nothing more than to spend the rest of her life
cataloguing Unnatural creatures in her father’s museum, but as
she gets older, the requirement to become a lady and find a
husband is looming large over her. “[She] has created a rich,
memorable, fantasy world…” – Locus Magazine
YA steampunk
HC
$32.95

GENUS
TRIGELL, Jonathan
In the Britain of a few tomorrows time, physical perfection is
commonplace and self improvement has become an extinct
expression: all the qualities men and women could aspire to can
be purchased prior to birth. For some there is no money or
choice, and an underclass has evolved, the Unimproved.
Dystopia
PBK
$19.99

WHITEHEAD, Colson
Zone One is Manhattan south of Canal Street, where the military
has eradicated most of the dangerous zombies, but stragglers
remain—lumbering living dead caught up in the mundane tasks
of their former lives. Protagonist Mark Spitz is working with
other volunteers to purge the stragglers from the city, and the
narrative follows him over three harrowing days.
Zombie
PBK
$19.95

THE DIRTY STREETS OF HEAVEN
WILLIAMS, Tad
Smart-mouth Bobby Dollar, an Earth-bound angel advocate for
newly departed souls caught between Heaven and Hell, is
appalled when a soul goes missing on his watch - and he sets out
to fix it, sparking a chain of hellish events. “When I heard that
Tad Williams was writing an urban fantasy novel, I got all tingly.
Now I’ve read it, and it’s even better than I’d dared to hope. It’s
snarky, fast-paced, and above all, original. You should be tingly,
too.” - Patrick Rothfuss
Urban fantasy
TP
$26.99

REPAIRMAN JACK 15: THE DARK AT THE END
WILSON, F. Paul
Paranormal thriller

PBK

$17.95

THE DAYLIGHT GATE
WINTERSON, Jeanette
“Based on the most notorious of English witch-trials, this is a tale
of magic, superstition, conscience and ruthless murder. It is set
following the Gunpowder Plot of 1605, and every Catholic
conspirator fled to a wild and untamed place far from the reach of
London law.” – publisher’s blurb
Historical fantasy
HC
$29.95

AMERICAN SCIENCE FICTION:
FOUR CLASSIC NOVELS 1953-1956
WOLFE, Gary K. (Editor)
The Library of America presents a two-volume anthology of nine
groundbreaking works from the golden age of the modern SF
novel. This first volume contains: Frederik Pohl & C. M.
Kornbluth’s The Space Merchants, Theodore Sturgeon’s More
Than Human, Leigh Brackett’s The Long Tomorrow, and
Richard Matheson’s The Shrinking Man. The second volume,
American Science Fiction: Five Classic Novels 1956-1958,
contains Robert Heinlein’s Double Star, Alfred Bester’s The
Stars My Destination, James Blish’s A Case of Conscience,
Algis Budrys’ Who?, and Fritz Leiber’s The Big Time. Each
novel is introduced by authors such as Neil Gaiman, William
Gibson, Nicola Griffith, Tim Powers and Connie Willis. The two
volumes are also available in a slipcase for $99.00.
Science fiction
HC
$49.95 each

THIS BOOK IS FULL OF SPIDERS
WONG, David
In the sequel to the bizarre, funny and just downright awesome
John Dies at the End ($27.95) John and David battle raging
zombie anxiety - though there’s no proof that zombies are
actually stalking the earth. Still, “something” is out there stalking,
and it makes zombies look like cupcakes.
Thriller/comedy/awesome
HC
$39.95

COUNT TO A TRILLION
WRIGHT, John C.
After the collapse of the world economy, a young boy grows up
in what used to be Texas as a tough duellist for hire. But even
after the collapse, there is space travel, and he leaves Earth to
have adventures in the really wide open spaces.
Science fiction
PBK
$17.95

AUTOMATIC WOMAN
YOCUM, Nathan L.
The London of 1888, the London of steam engines, intrigue, and
horseless carriages is not a safe place nor simple place...but it’s
Jolly’s place. He is a thief catcher, a hired thug for the prestigious
Bow Street Firm, assigned to track down a life-sized automatic
ballerina.
Steampunk
PBK
$19.95

SEED
ZIEGLER, Rob
“The near-future USA of Ziegler’s impressive debut is dominated
by Satori, a megacorporation only nominally answerable to the
weak government that distributes Satori’s genetically modified
seed stock to migrants in a land ravaged by climate change. When
Satori engineer Pihadassa, goes rogue, agent Sienna Doss heads
out to capture her and persuade her to work for the government…
Fans weary of common postapocalyptic tropes will greatly
appreciate Ziegler’s imaginative world-building, vivid writing,
and compelling and racially diverse cast full of unique voices.” –
Publisher’s Weekly
Science fiction
TP
$29.95

